
Our company is hiring for a supply chain planning manager. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for supply chain planning manager

Develop allocation strategies that maximize the efficiency of Old Navy stores,
distribution centers and corporate facilities to maximize sales and gross
margin dollars
Partner with cross-functional teams to understanding inventory ownership
strategies
Develop and communicate a comprehensive annual and seasonal Distribution
Center strategy, including inbound/outbound flow forecasts and capacity
management
Provide brand guidance to supply chain network and manage operational
exceptions as needed
Lead peak season planning and execution with cross-functional business
partners
Manage the Logistics Planning team which includes ownership of recruitment,
retention and employee development plans
Work with facility managers to understand capacity utilization and develop
ongoing allocation strategies
Establish packing goals and metrics to ensure fiscal targets are met
Coordinate with other brands to leverage best practices and regularly re-
engineer allocation strategies through process or system improvement
Manage upward communication to divisional leadership to communicate
performance and summarize impact of initiatives to the business

Example of Supply Chain Planning Manager Job
Description
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Strong interpersonal and communication skills both oral and written to
interact with commercial teams, clearly explain technical details to business
customers, confidently present findings and persuade senior leaders required
Demonstrated expertise in use of Business Objects or other related tool/s for
data mining and report creation preferred
2-5 years of experience demonstrating process engineering/consulting
experience preferred (Six Sigma certification a plus)
Information system knowledge and experience preferred
Must have the ability to problem solve and when making process or
improvement suggestion have a well thought out analysis and be able to
provide supporting arguments in relation to the position
Must be a self-starter and think proactively


